
Confusion or Compassion

English language regression and lingo reductionism caused erroneous and fraudulent Literary Term Culture because use

of Literary Term Bastard Title counting and pictographs of duality cryptology immaturity being common accusatory

and evasive speech caused Literary Term Barbarism.  Chauvinism is  of  world history whereby over hundreds and

thousands  of  years  countries  warred  over  land,  money  and  religion.  Culture  is  of  law  which  was  last  decade’s

technological  regulation  to  this  decade’s  jurisdictional  codification  for  next  decade’s  logistical  boundarisation.

Chauvinism is of world history whereby over hundreds and thousands of years countries warred over land, money and

religion.  Culture  is  of  law  which  was  2010  decade’s  technological  regulation  to  2020  decade’s  jurisdictional

codification for 2030 decade’s logistical boundarisation. Braggadocio is the bragging Old Testament Songs from boast

in the Lord to New Testament faith, hope and love through Jesus. Exodus 15:1-21, 1 Samuel 18:7, 21:11and 29:5, Psalm

34:2, the Song of Solomon, or Song of Songs, Jeremiah 9:23-24, Luke 1 and 1 Corinthians 1:31 and 13:13. The word

justice is not in the New Testament of Jesus Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ.

The word  respect  is  thus used  of  no better  regard of  persons from the  Justice  of  God being placed  upon Christ.

Christians live in His Glory. Hebrews 11:26. The West according to government censuses identifies as a more than half

Christian majority Western historically Europe and North America and subsequently other usually English speaking

countries in the developed world but Western Music and Film is oft Jewish Braggadocio Culture. Western Justice can

result in reofferings up of mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government

census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already provided in Christ.

Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. Capitalists are aliens to and in their own land. They build bigger cages and longer chains. The

Western world has the best psychology and neuroscience theory, but it will always remain mere theoristic grappling

because general education, Culture and statistics is just so, so bad. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs identifies exactly what

humans need  and  yet  statistically and  drastically how far  humans  have  regressed.  With five  being correctness  in

antiquity, the basic needs of clothing, shelter, food, relationships and intimacy are still not met for most humans. There

needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as the Holy Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and

mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism long buried from grounded warrior mentality laced

with sense of extortion and exploitation. There needs to be a clear distinction between money and choices as the Holy

Bible etymology of words riches and wealth and mammon and money is caught up in misinterpretation and literalism

long buried in a grounded warrior mentality laced with sense of extortion and exploitation. Identifying words that are

Antepenults from words that are not Antepenults teaches perceptional awareness of language linguistics which provides

leaning and knowledge for realisation and expression of better English than what education of Bastard Title Barbarism

Culture withheld. Antepenult of the Angelic Community and faith in Christ Jesus is from disassociation of Antagonist

Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture Revelation of Spiritual Citizen of Heaven. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91,

Proverbs 16:18, John 1 and 21, Philippians 2-3 and Revelation 2-20. If names can function as an Antepenult, Nathanael

is the best example of an Antepenult name as the basis of Spiritual event faith experiences in Christ Jesus from Old to

New Absolute Antepenult Antepenultisising tense hope in Heaven from Jesus is Nathanael Context. John 1 and 21.

Being Zionist is different to being Sionist. The Christian English translation of the Jewish Old Testament differentiates

an English language wind sound from the Hebrew language glottal Accent, thus sense of etymology and Antepenultism

is Sion, not Zion, and Davinic, not Davidic. Avant-garde throughout the Holy Bible Old Testament and New Testament

is regarding military and political struggles and of Spiritual enlightenment of faith prayer and praise worship. Genesis

1-3, Numbers 22, 2 Kings 6, 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 17, John 2 and 17 and Revelation 22.


